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Abstract

The phenomenon of cascading fracture failure during flowback and initial production from a horizontal multistage
hydraulically fractured well is introduced, described, and investigated. First, a simplified analytical model of production
from such well is built. This model allows evaluating a range of systems parameters through which the cascading
failure evolves and performing a sensitivity study of this effect. Next, while keeping the physical model of the system
relatively simple, the critical flow rates causing the motion of proppant pack in fractures are treated as random variables.
This assumption brings the next level of sophistication to the model and allows demonstrating non-obvious effects.
In particular, the well production rate losses due to cascading fracture failure are estimated. Finally, the proposed
hypothesis is validated by conducting numerical simulations of flowback in the estimated conditions of cascading failure.
As a practical outcome of this study, recommendations on the mitigation of the well productivity failure caused by
cascading failure are formulated and discussed.
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1. Introduction

Over the last decades, horizontal well drilling and mul-
tistage hydraulic fracturing have become increasingly pop-
ular in the oilfield industry. Typically, the combination of
these technologies is required to produce oil and gas from5

low-permeability reservoirs at economic rates [1, 2, 3, 4].
Created fractures hydraulically connect the well to a reser-
voir and substantially increase well productivity roughly
proportional to the total number of created fractures. In
multistage fractured (MSF) wells, hydraulic fractures pro-10

duce simultaneously from a reservoir to the same well and
interact with each other via the and bottom-hole pressure
in the lateral. Such an interactive fracture behavior may
lead to interesting and, at a first glance, unexpected re-
sults, such as emergent behavior and cascading fracture15

failure. Cascading failure usually refers to the process in
network system where failure of some parts causes the re-
distribution of load on other parts and triggers their failure
due to increased load. Similarly, we define this phenomena
as follows. A cascading failure is a process in a system of20

hydraulic fractures connected to the same well in which
the failure of one or few fractures (for example, because
of proppant flowback associated with excessive production
rate) triggers the failure of other fractures and so on.

Cascading processes are well-known in many branches25

of applied mathematics. For example, cascading outage
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processes in power systems [5, 6, 7] and cascading failures
in temporal networks of interrelated tasks associated with
project development [8] have been reported and investi-
gated. To the best of our knowledge, such phenomena in30

producing MSF wells have not been reported in open lit-
erature. The closest domain where such phenomenon has
been studied is modeling of hydraulic water or gas dis-
tributing networks [9, 10, 11]. However, there are private
observations and speculations among oil and gas field pro-35

fessionals about the possibility of cascading fracture failure
in such wells. Therefore, the objective of this paper is to
investigate the interactive fracture behavior in MSF wells
and mechanisms leading to their possible cascading failure.

Key Questions40

As mentioned above, the effect of cascading fracture
failure lacks description in the open oilfield industry lit-
erature. Hence, throughout this work we are aiming at
addressing the following four fundamental questions:

1. What is cascading fracture failure?45

2. Why does it evolve in horizontal multistage fractured
wells?

3. Where and under which conditions does it occur, and
where does it not occur?

4. How can we avoid this negative event?50

Cascading Fracture Failure Process

Cascading failure of fractures in an MSF well is the un-
controlled sequential productivity damage by flow of many
fractures, such that failure of the first fracture causes sub-
sequent failure of other fractures in the well. Suppose that55
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all producing fractures are damageable. We assume that
these fractures might fail if one of the parameters (e.g.,
pressure or rate) exceeds certain value. In this paper, we
refer to this parameter as critical (critical pressure or crit-
ical rate). For example, the fractures might have different60

critical flow rate, below which they can produce without
fracture damage. After the flow rate exceeds this value, the
fracture fails and stops producing fluid to the well. Such
situation may occur, for example, as a result of destabi-
lization and washing out of the proppant from the near-65

wellbore region of this fracture. Under the high confining
rock stress, the near-wellbore region unsupported by prop-
pant will completely close and reduce fracture productivity
to zero [12].

Consider a completed horizontal well equipped with70

a choke at surface and having multiple productive frac-
tures created downhole. The mechanics of the cascading
fracture failure process can be illustrated using the sce-
nario presented in Figure 1. The wellhead choke allows
controlling the total production rate from the well. The75

fractures are different, so the critical parameter of failure
is described by some distribution so that there is a varied
failure resistance across the created fractures. The flow
rate of fractures is induced by the pressure drop in the well
with respect to the reservoir fluid pressure, also referred80

to as drawdown. Let us assume that initially (Figure 1,a)
the surface choke is set in such a way that the well pro-
duces at a relatively small production rate Q1. This total
production rate Q1 is the sum of contributions from N hy-
draulic fractures, which produce with the same flow rate85

Q1/N . At this rate, all fractures produce without any
damage. Later, the choke is opened more, and the pro-
duction rate is increased to Q2 (Figure 1,b). After this
change, the weakest fracture in the well is damaged and
stops producing (Figure 1,c). Due to the presence of a90

wellhead choke, the total flow rate decrease is translated
into the decrease of the bottomhole pressure and increase
of the drawdown. This mechanism increases the flow rate
bringing it to the value Q3 that gets close to Q2. Due to
the smaller number of producing fractures, it increases the95

producing rate at each remaining fracture, which becomes
Q3/(N − 1) > Q2/N (Figure 1,c). As a result of the pro-
duction rate per active fracture ramping up, the critical
flow rate is reached for two other fractures in the well (red
arrows in Figure 1,c). As the choke opening increases, the100

well production rate continues increase leading in turn to
increased drawdown for these fractures (Figure 1,d). Fol-
lowing this fracture, other fractures continue to fail one by
one (Figure 1,e, f ). This process of cascading failure may
impact either some of the fractures or all of them, so that105

in extreme cases the entire well productivity could be lost
(Figure 1,f ).

In this work, we investigate mechanics of interactive
fracture behavior in a horizontal well during flowback and
initial production. We evaluate conditions for triggering110

cascading fracture failure. The content of this paper is
organized as follows. First, we explain the essence of the

cascading fracture failure phenomenon in MSF horizontal
wells using simple illustrations. Next, we build a physically
justified analytical model of well production enabled by a115

large set of productive but damageable fractures. This
deterministic model allows predicting onset of cascading
fracture failure for the given well, wellhead, fracture, and
reservoir parameters. Next, we introduce probabilistic de-
scription of the MSF well. Using this description, we per-120

form comprehensive study of the full system behavior and
discuss implications of cascading failure events for the po-
tential total loss of production. After this, we verify our
analytical models by running accurate numerical simula-
tions of flowback with consequent cascading failure using125

a rigorous numerical solver.

2. Basic Physical Model

Consider an L-shaped well with N hydraulic fractures
connected to its horizontal section and a choke at the well-
head (Figure 1). Assume that hydraulic fractures produce130

incompressible single-phase fluid at certain rates, depend-
ing on pressure drawdown. Because during initial produc-
tion primarily water-like fluid is flowing back, the single-
phase flow assumption can be justified. Individual frac-
tures inflows qk are commingled into the total production135

rate at the wellhead and the choke:

Q =

N∑
k=1

qk. (1)

Under such assumptions, the relation between the to-
tal mass flow rate Q and the pressure drop across choke
∆pch = pwh − pwhdc is given by (see, for example, [13])

Q = KC−1/2
√

∆pch,

K =
√

2C2
dρA

2, C =

((
d

dch

)4

− 1

)
.

(2)

Here pwh is the wellhead pressure, pwhdc is the wellhead140

downstream choke pressure, dch is the choke opening, d is
the pipe diameter, A = πd2/4 is the pipe cross-section
area, and ρ is the liquid density. Discharge coefficient
Cd describing irreversible friction losses is introduced into
Equation (2) empirically. Factor C ∈ [0,∞] represents145

operational conditions at the choke defined by the chosen
management strategy; C = 0 corresponds to the fully open
choke and C =∞ corresponds to the fully closed choke.

Pressure drop in the wellbore is assumed to be domi-
nated by the hydrostatic term. Accordingly, the bottom-
hole pressure pbh is shared between all fractures and given
by the sum of the wellhead pressure pwh and the pressure
drop at the vertical section of the well:

pbh = pwh + ρgh. (3)

Here g is the gravity acceleration and h is the depth of the
horizontal well section relative to the wellhead.150
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Figure 1: Illustration of cascading fracture failure process.

The inflow from the k-th fracture is

qk = Jk [pR − pbh] , (4)

where Jk is the productivity index of the fracture, which
can be estimated, for example, using the following Carter
model [14]:

Jk (t) = Sk

√
kφct
πµt

, (5)

where Sk is the fracture surface, k is the permeability of
formation, φ is the porosity of formation, ct is the total
compressibility of formation, µ is the producing fluid vis-
cosity.

Special studies have been devoted to investigation of155

variations of rock permeability and pore pressure in rock
formations [15, 16, 17]. In this model, we assume that
matrix properties, such as permeability, porosity, in-situ
stresses, and pore pressure, do not change significantly
along the wellbore and fractures. Similarly, we assume160

similarity of geometrical and mechanical fracture charac-
teristics within one multi-stage well. This assumption al-
lows us to pay special attention to cascading effects in an

interactive system of fractures rather than additional influ-
ence of rock heterogeneity, which may appear subsidiary.165

The effect of rock and fracture property variation can be
considered in future studies.

An aggressive flowback strategy, when drawdown pres-
sures and flow rates are high, can result in fracture dam-
age. As mentioned above, the fracture conductivity can
be damaged by different mechanisms that include, for ex-
ample, washing of proppant out of the fracture, proppant
crushing and embedment, fines migration, and tensile fail-
ure of rock and fracture faces. In this model, we assume
that the k-th fracture maintains productivity as long as
its rate is below some critical value, qkc or, equivalently,
as long as the bottomhole pressure is above some critical
value, pkc defined via

pkc = pR − qkc /Jk. (6)

Then, fractures can experience complete and irreversible
loss of productivity if the failure criterion is met:

qk > qkc . (7)

or, in terms of pressure

pbh < pkc . (8)
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3. Probabilistic description

The merit of probabilistic description is that it is not
necessary to specify the exact properties of individual frac-170

tures. A modern multistage hydraulically fractured well
can be connected with over a hundred hydraulic fractures,
and it can be impractical to characterize parameters of
every fracture by either measurements or simulations or
using a data analytics approach. Instead, it can be more175

convenient to specify probabilities of some parameters to
stay within certain ranges established statistically. Such
probabilistic description allows deriving response of the
large system of hydraulically interacting fractures in terms
of expected values and variances of parameters.180

To formulate the probabilistic description, it is conve-
nient to further simplify physical model described in sec-
tion 2. Productivity indices of all fractures are assumed
to be the same, Jk = J0,∀k. Probabilistic analysis is per-
formed during relatively short time interval, such that pro-185

ductivity index J0 is assumed to be constant despite the√
t dependency typically observed in the fracture produc-

tivity behavior [14]. We also suppose that during startup
of the well the choke opening increases and the bottom-
hole pressure decreases immediately after the next choke190

opening and remains constant in between the choke size
changes, which is typical to a hydraulically fractured well
flowback scenario. Each fracture is considered to operate
with the constant productivity index J0 if its individual
rate qk is less than some critical value qkc and totally and195

irreversibly lose productivity if qk at some moment of time
exceeds qkc .

Under these assumptions, the inflows are modeled by
the following relation:

qk = J0θ(pbh − pkc )(pR − pbh). (9)

Here θ(·) is the Heaviside step function and pkc = pR −
qkc /J0 is the critical bottomhole pressure for fracture fail-
ure.200

Using Equation (2) and (9), one can obtain the follow-
ing system of algebraic equations describing steady states
of the well:

Q = J0(pR − pbh)

N∑
k=1

θ(pbh − pkc ),

Q = KC−1/2
√
pbh − pbh0.

(10)

It is important to note that during flowback the well is cer-
tainly not in steady state regime so that different transient
effects (e.g. pressure and rate jumps) can take place as a
result of changes in boundary conditions (e.g. changes of
choke opening or pressure at the wellhead). These effects205

can also have impact on the evolution of cascading failure
process and can be investigated in future research. We
demonstrate that cascading failure can be described and
investigated using this steady-state formulation.

Here pbh0 = pwhdc + ρgh is the bottomhole pressure
for the fully opened choke and Q =

∑N
k=1 q

k. Sorting

the sequence pkc in increasing order, one can obtain new

sequence p
(k)
c . Then, for each interval of the bottomhole

pressure (p
(k)
c , p

(k+1)
c ), k = 1, N, p(N+1) = pR system (10)

is reduced to a quadratic equation with respect to pbh.
One of the roots of this equation always exceeds reservoir
pressure and thus corresponds to negative total flow rate.
Equations (10) describe production flows and allow pos-
itive flow rates only. Accordingly the discussed root has
no physical meaning in our problem. Another root in the
dimensionless form is given by

pkbh = 1+
1

2CΠk2
−

√
1

4(CΠk2)2
+

1

CΠk2
(1− pbh0). (11)

Here k = 1, N , reservoir pressure pR and rate of N work-
ing fractures at minimum possible bottomhole pressure
N J0 (pR − pbh0) are chosen as pressure and flow rate
scales and

Π =
J2
0pR

2C2
dρA

2
.

The candidate root pkbh must lie in the corresponding210

interval (p
(k)
c , p

(k+1)
c ) to describe actual steady state of the

well. Accordingly, we will say that for the given choke
opening, the well has steady state if there exists at least

one k∗ = 1, N such that pk
∗

bh ∈ (p
(k∗)
c , p

(k∗+1)
c ). Otherwise,

it is said that the well has no steady states.215

As we suppose that during startup of the well the choke
opening increases and the bottomhole pressure decreases,
the system reaches the steady state with the maximum
value of pressure first and stays there until further ad-
justment of choke opening. Consequently, we study only220

the steady state with the maximum value of pressure and
correspondingly the maximum number of producing frac-
tures k∗.

Figure 2 graphically shows the example solutions of the
system of equations (10). At the left plot the critical pres-225

sures are such that only one candidate root p5bh belongs to

the corresponding interval (p
(5)
c , p

(6)
c ) = 1 and, therefore

the well has a steady state with the maximum number of
fractures k∗ = 5 producing. At the center plot, for dif-
ferent choice of critical pressures there are three suitable230

candidate roots, all with number of producing fractures
less than the total number and the well has a steady state
with k∗ = 4. At the right plot, for slightly different choice
of critical pressures there are no candidate roots within
corresponding intervals and the well has no steady states.235

Depending on the distribution of critical pressures within
the same interval, we can observe substantially different
situations for the constant choke size from maximum num-
ber of fractures producing at the left plot to entire well
collapse at the right plot. Moreover, the steady states are240

extremely sensitive to the choice of critical pressures. It is
difficult to estimate particular values of critical pressures
prior to the well start up. Therefore, instead of studying
particular configurations of critical rates and pressures, we
suggest treating them as random variables.245
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Figure 2: Graphical representations of the system (10) for N = 5 and three different sets of p
(k)
c on the Q− pbh plane. Choke size is the same

for all plots. Lines: the dependency of rate on the bottomhole pressure representing wellbore and choke (solid blue), linear inflow performance
relations, corresponding to 1, 2, ..., 5 fractures producing (dashed red) and the resulting dependency of the total flow rate from fractures
on the bottomhole pressure (solid red). Points: candidate solutions with pkbh outside (circles, crossing of solid blue and dashed red lines)

and inside (disks, crossing of solid lines) corresponding intervals (p
(k)
c , p

(k+1)
c ). The actual steady-state solution is the disk with the highest

pressure.

Table 1: Physical parameters.

Parameter Symbol Unit Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
Reservoir pressure pR psi 7000 7107

Fluid density ρ kg/m3 1000 1000
Wellbore diameter d inch 4.0 4.7

Discharge coefficient Cd – 0.85 0.85
True vertical depth h ft 9843 9843

Wellhead downstream choke pressure pwhdc psi 435 1450
Average fracture productivity index J0 bbl/(day·psi) 2.5 · 10−2 6.7 · 10−2

Minimum critical volumetric flow rate q̂min
c bbl/day 20.0 10.0 10.0 3.3

Maximum critical volumetric flow rate q̂max
c bbl/day 30.0 30.0 20.0 87.0

Number of fractures N – 100 100

Table 2: Dimensionless parameters.

Parameter Symbol Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
Minimum bottomhole pressure pbh0 0.68 0.80

Conductivity number Π 2.26 · 10−8 8.77 · 10−8

Minimum critical pressure p− 0.83 0.83 0.89 0.82
Maximum critical pressure p+ 0.89 0.94 0.94 0.99

Now consider the critical pressures pkc to be identical
random variables with the probability density function f
and the cumulative distribution function F . The sequence

of re-ordered critical pressures p
(k)
c becomes the sequence

of order statistics of the statistical sample pkc . Realization250

of k-th steady state with k fractures working is now a
random event. Below we will calculate the probability Pk

associated with it.
The joint probability distribution function of order statis-

tics p
(k)
c , . . . , p

(N)
c is calculated as follows [18]

fk(p(k)c , . . . , p(N)
c ) =

N !

(k − 1)!
F (p(k)c )k−1×

×
N∏
i=k

f(p(i)c )θ(p(i+1)
c − p(i)c ). (12)

Let A(k,C) be the event describing that k fractures are
producing at choke opening C. The probability of A(k,C)
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(i.e., the k-th steady state is reached) is given by

Pk = P (A(k,C)) =

=

∫
· · ·
∫

︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−k+1

N∏
i=k

dp(i)c × fk(p(k)c , . . . , p(N)
c )×

×θ(pkbh − p(k)c )θ(p(k+1)
c − pkbh)×

×
N∏

i=k+1

[θ(p(i)c − pibh) + θ(pibh − p(i+1)
c )]. (13)

Here the integration is carried out over any suitable inter-
val containing the support of f . The product of the first255

two theta-functions shows that the k-th candidate pressure
(11) is between the k-th and k+1-th critical pressures. The
rest factors show that all candidate pressures larger than
k-th lie outside of corresponding intervals. Calculation of
Pk is outlined in Appendix A.260

Note that the integral in Equation (13) depends only
on the values of candidate pressures pkbh. This means that
the probability calculations and physical model are well
separated. Therefore, it is possible to use a more sophis-
ticated description of wellbore flow as compared to Equa-265

tion (3) and/or inflow performance relationship different
from Equation (9) to produce the sequence of pkbh.

The bottomhole pressure, total flow rate, and num-
ber of surviving fractures are now random variables with
some probability distributions. In the next section, we
will qualitatively analyze these distributions. For illustra-
tion purposes, we consider only the case of the uniform
distribution f . The probability density function f(x) and
cumulative distribution F (x) in this case are given by

f(x) =
1

p+ − p−
θ(x− p−)θ(p+ − x),

F (x) =
x− p−
p+ − p−

θ(x− p−)θ(p+ − x) + θ(x− p+).

(14)
However, the procedure presented in Appendix A is valid
for an arbitrary probability distribution.

4. Qualitative analysis270

We expect the following schematic picture of different
probability distributions under varying choke size. If the
maximum candidate pressure pNbh is above the value p+ the
well is operated under safe conditions and all N fractures
are producing, PN = 1. These conditions are met for suf-275

ficiently small choke openings. After choke size exceeds
certain value corresponding to the condition pNbh = p+ all
steady states with k = 0, N fractures producing are possi-
ble. Probability of the entire system collapse P0 grows as
the choke size increases because the bottomhole pressure280

decreases and becomes more probable to be below critical
pressure for some fraction of fractures. Finally, P0 becomes
equal to unity at the opening defined by pNbh = p− then the
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Figure 3: Probability distributions for the number of producing frac-
tures (top) and the total rate (bottom). The parameters used are
summarized in Table 1, case 1. The choke sizes 8/64′′ (red disks),
11/64′′ (green squares), 12/64′′ (blue triangles).

bottomhole pressure is certainly below critical pressure for
all fractures.285

Figure 3 illustrates the evolution of probability distri-
butions of the number of producing fractures and the to-
tal flow rate. For the smallest choke size, the well is in
the safe zone (all fractures produce) but the drawdown
and the rate are low. For the intermediate choke opening,290

the drawdown is higher but the probability of failure of
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several fractures is non-zero. For the largest choke size,
all fractures lose conductivity with very high probability,
however, if some of them are not damaged, the well total
production is relatively high.295

Another way to analyze the behavior of the well is the
analysis of the moments of the number of producing frac-
tures k and the total flow rate Q. For such analysis, intro-
duce the expected values and variances

µk =

N∑
k=1

Pkk, σ2
k =

N∑
k=1

Pkk
2 − µ2

k,

µQ =

N∑
k=1

PkQk, σ2
Q =

N∑
k=1

PkQ
2
k − µ2

Q.

Here the rate Qk corresponds to k producing fractures.
Using the same characteristic scales as in derivation of
Equation (11) (pR for pressure andNJ0(pR−pbh0) for rate)
one can obtain the following equation for dimensionless
rates Qk:

Qk =
1− pkbh
1− pbh0

k

N
.

Figure 4 shows plots of the parametric curves (σk(dch),
µk(dch)), (σQ(dch), µQ(dch)) and µk(dch), µQ(dch). Ex-
pectation of the number of producing fractures monotoni-
cally decreases with increase of the choke size. If our goal
is to protect the maximum number of fractures, the only300

strategy is to keep the bottomhole pressure far from the
dangerous range. If our goal is the high flow rate or both
high rate and number of producing fractures, the right
strategy of managing the choke opening is not so obvious.
If we are concerned with the rate only, the natural desire305

is to get the maximum rate (characterized by the expected
value µQ) at the minimum uncertainty (characterized by
the variance σQ). As one can see from Figure 4, center it
is not possible to reach both extrema simultaneously (case
2). A possible solution may be to specify some acceptable310

level of absolute or normalized variance that we could tol-
erate and optimize the µQ under constrain of σQ bounded
by this tolerance.

Another observation can be made using Figure 4, right.
From this figure, it is clearly seen that the maximum flow315

rate might correspond to the number of producing frac-
tures notably lower than the total number of fractures N .
One can interpret this fact in the following way. It is pos-
sible to choose aggressive choke management strategy sys-
tematically and damage recently created fractures without320

obvious manifestation of this damage in the surface flow
rate.

5. Correction of expectations based on observa-
tions & choke management policy

In section 3 we formulated some expectations about the325

state of the well for a given choke size in terms of associated
probabilities. These expectations do not take into account

information that may be acquired during the actual pro-
cess of well startup. Consider the well that already passed
through the set of M states characterized by the value of330

choke size dmch or the values of Cm, m = 1,M . Using the
recorded values of the total flow rate at the previous choke
sizes and the value of an individual fracture conductivity
J0 (supposed to be known), one can obtain the numbers
km of surviving fractures corresponding to the Cm. Below335

we will try to use this information about the past perfor-
mance of the well to correct our expectations about its
future behavior.

The probability of the event that k = k0 fractures will
produce at choke opening C = C0 given that k1 fractures
produced at choke opening C1, k2 at C2, . . . , kM at CM

is the conditional probability given by

P(k0,C0)|(k1,C1),...,(kM ,CM ) =

=P

(
A(k0, C0)

∣∣∣∣∣
M⋂

m=1

A(km, Cm)

)
=

=

P

(
M⋂

m=0

A(km, Cm)

)

P

(
M⋂

m=1

A(km, Cm)

) . (15)

Both numerator and denominator of the fraction in Equa-
tion (15) are defined similarly as in Equation (13):

P

( M⋂
m=m0

A(km, Cm)

)
=

=

∫
· · ·
∫

︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−km0

+1

N∏
i=km0

dp(i)c × fkm0
(p

(km0
)

c , . . . , p(N)
c )×

×
M∏

m=m0

[
θ(pkm

bh (Cm)− p(km)
c )θ(p(km+1)

c − pkm

bh (Cm))×

×
N∏

i=km+1

[θ(p(i)c − pibh(Cm)) + θ(pibh(Cm)− p(i+1)
c )]

]
.

(16)

Here m0 = 0 for the numerator and m0 = 1 for the de-
nominator in Equation (15). Each factor in the outer340

product is similar to the product of theta-functions in
Equation (13). Note that here we should distinguish the
candidate bottomhole pressure corresponding to the dif-
ferent choke sizes. From the assumption that the choke
size increases in time, it follows that Cm+1 < Cm and345

pibh(Cm+1) < pibh(Cm), ∀i,m. Because the fractures lose
productivity irreversibly, the number of surviving fractures
in future is always smaller or equal to the number of frac-
tures surviving in the past so that km ≤ km+1, ∀m.

Calculation of P(k0,C0)|(k1,C1),...,(kM ,CM ) is outlined in350

Appendix B. A noteworthy result of this calculation is that
under assumptions given above, P(k0,C0)|(k1,C1),...,(kM ,CM ) =
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Figure 4: Parametric plots mean value vs. dispersion for the number of producing fractures (left) and the total production rate (center),
the mean rate vs. mean number of producing fractures (right). The parameters used are given in Table 1, cases 1 (solid red), 2 (dashed
green), and 3 (dash-dotted blue). The maximum flow rate for the case 2 (dashed green) corresponds to the number of producing fractures
significantly lower than the total number of fractures.

P(k0,C0)|(k1,C1). This means that all probability distribu-
tions are affected only by the last observed state of the
well. In other words, it does not matter how exactly (in355

what particular order and by what sequence of choke sizes)
fractures have been damaged. Only the most recent obser-
vation helps to correct our future expectations about the
well behavior.

The independence of the conditional probability on the360

previous states, except the last one, means that the process
of well evolution is Markovian. This allows us to apply
to the problem of proper choke management strategy a
formalism of Markov decision processes (MDP) [19, 20].

We will refer to the pair (number of intact fractures,
current choke parameter) as the state of well s = (k,C). In
the subsequent derivations, we consider the choke param-
eter C to be from the finite set CL = {Cl}Ll=1, for example
induced by uniform step of choke size adjustment. This as-
sumptions significantly simplifies problem statement. Let
us denote the set of all possible states S = ZN+1 × CL

and the set of available at the state s actions a (choke
parameters adjustments) As = {a ∈ C : a ≤ C}. Prob-
abilities P a

ss′ of transition from state s = (k,C) to state
s′ = (k′, C ′) under action a have been calculated in the
previous section P a

ss′ = P(k′,C′)|(k,C). Note that P a
ss′ =

0,∀k′ > k, ∀C ′ 6= a,∀a > C. Finally, let us define an
immediate reward function of the transition s → s′ un-
der action a as a difference between total flow rate at the
states s′ and s, rass′ = Qk′(a = C ′) − Qk(C). The prob-
lem of MDP is to find a policy Π : S → As maximizing
expected value of sum of the random immediate rewards

V =

L∑
t=1

rat
stst+1

.

Here actions are chosen according to policy, e.g., at =365

Π(st). The horizon of planning is finite and equal to L

because we assume that the set of possible choke sizes is
finite and choke opening can only increase in time. The
problem considered is equivalent to maximization of the
final total flow rate, one of the possible goals discussed in370

the section 4.
We apply the well known value iteration algorithm [21]

to the MDP problem described above. After the policy
is found, evaluation of the number of producing fractures
is required to determine the current state st and define375

the next action at. Throughout the paper, we use the
assumption that the productivity index of the individual
fractures are equal. Accordingly, the number of producing
fractures may be calculated using the measured flow rate.
This assumption is essential for application of MDP to380

our problem because it reflects fundamental assumption of
MDP formalism that the environment is fully observable
and the current state completely characterizes the process.

Figure 5 graphically illustrates the example of optimal
policy. As one can note, for the majority of states, the op-385

timal policy recommends keeping choke opening constant.
In particular, for the choke sizes larger than 20/64′′, there
are no observed number of producing fractures such that
any action will increase the expected value of the final flow
rate. However, for the lower openings and relatively high390

number of surviving fractures, it is reasonable to increase
the choke further. Note that the increase of the choke by
more than one step at once is never optimal. This conclu-
sion seems to be natural and may be interpreted as follows.
Choke opening increasing not only causes growth of flow395

rate but also allows gaining information about statistics of
critical rates. Cautious choke opening in small steps helps
collect the information gradually without additional risk
of damaging fractures and utilize it at the next steps.
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Figure 5: Choke management policy for the parameters listed in Ta-
ble 1, case 4, and the range of choke parameters CL corresponding to
openings 8/64′′, 12/64′′, ..., 52/64′′. Each point of the diagram corre-
sponds to state s, current choke opening is the horizontal coordinate
and observed number of producing fractures relative to total number
of fractures is the vertical coordinate. Color shows the optimal ac-
tion for the state, either increase choke opening for some value (blue)
or keep it constant (red).

6. Numerical and analytical simulations400

For additional illustration of cascading failure in the sys-
tem of interacting hydraulic fractures and to compare pre-
dictions of statistical and deterministic approach, we per-
formed numerical and analytical modeling of the fracture-
wellbore system as shown in Figure 1. The models simu-405

lated single-phase incompressible fluid flow in a horizontal
well connected with 100 hydraulic fractures with parame-
ters similar to case 4 in Table 1. The simulated well has
a 9843 ft long vertical section and 6562 ft long horizon-
tal section. The fractures are placed equidistantly along410

the horizontal section and have identical spatial dimen-
sions (66 ft height, 328 ft half-length). All fractures are
assumed having the constant 5 mm width and uniformly
propped with permeability of the proppant pack equal to
1440 darcy. Rates of inflows from the reservoir into each415

cell element of the fractures are proportional to the dif-
ference between the fluid pressure in the cell and far-field
reservoir pressure. Selected fracture conductivity is high
enough to neglect pressure variation along the fracture.
As a result, all fractures effectively have the same con-420

stant productivity index J0. The initial reservoir pres-
sure is 7107 psi. The wellhead pressure downstream choke
(WHDCP) was fixed at 1450 psi. The pressure drop and
associated fluid production are controlled by gradual open-

ing of the wellhead choke from 3/64” to 28/64”. We were425

prescribing different critical velocity or, equivalently, dif-
ferent critical flow rate for each fracture in the range from
3.3 bbl/day to 87.0 bbl/day.

In the numerical model, we coupled the model of the
transient flows in a well, described in [22], with the numer-430

ical models of individual fractures [23]. Each fracture was
represented by a grid of conductive cells with fixed width
simulating a porous medium. Single-phase incompress-
ible flow in these porous cells was described by a standard
Darcy’s equation [24] with constant viscosity and perme-435

ability of the proppant pack. If the flow rate from the
fracture exceeded the critical value, all cells connecting the
fracture to the well were updated with zero conductivity.
The well and fracture models were coupled using iterative
algorithm based on Picard iterations (or fixed point itera-440

tions method) [25] that ensured balance of pressures and
flow rates between them within certain tolerance. More
detailed description of the numerical model and its appli-
cation to simulation of the cascading failure problem can
be found in [23, 26]. The problem of pressure-rate coupling445

between well and fractures has been closely investigated in
[27], including study of accuracy and influence of different
modifications of algorithm on convergence of fixed point
iterations.

In the analytical model, we performed fine timestep-450

ping such that there could be more time steps between
choke changes than total number of fractures and all frac-
tures could potentially lose their productivity in the cas-
cading failure sequence after a single choke increase. At a
given timestep, the model would either increase the choke455

if it is prescribed by the choke schedule or reduce the num-
ber of producing fractures based on the comparison of the
current flow rate and critical ones. Every time step also
updates flow rates and bottomhole pressure. This ensures
that immediate increase of production caused by the choke460

increase is recorded before some of the fractures are failed
and there is a non-zero response time of fracture conduc-
tivity to the choke change. The analytical model neglects
viscous pressure losses along the well, which in case of in-
compressible fluid allows defining updates of flow rates and465

bottomhole pressure as explicit functions of choke size and
number of fractures.

Figure 6 represents the comparison of the numerical
and analytical models for the specific choice of critical frac-
ture flow rates. In Figure 6 the critical flow rates monoton-470

ically and uniformly increase from the lowest (3.3 bbl/day)
to the highest (87.0 bbl/day). The wellhead choke is grad-
ually opened from 3/64” to 28/64” during the first 25
hours, making a step-wise increase of 1/64” every hour.
Note that the choice of the uniform distribution of critical475

velocities in deterministic approach is made because a) it
has the same mean as uniform random distribution and
b) it resembles the uniform probability density function
used in the statistical description above. However, it is
not guaranteed that evolution with time or with choke size480

of this specific realization of the ensemble of critical frac-
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Figure 6: The results of numerical simulation of a cascading fracture failure in a multi-staged fractured well: gradual choke size change over
the first 25 hours of flowback (top left); associated bottom-hole pressure drop (top middle); production rate from one fracture in the well
(top right); total production rate from all fractures in the well (bottom left); number of producing fractures left in the well (bottom middle);
production rate from the well (bottom right). Blue solid lines are the numerical simulation results. Red dashed lines are the analytical model
predictions.

ture velocities would be equivalent to evolution of expected
values of variables predicted by statistical approach.

Figure 6 illustrates the dynamics of choke size change,
bottomhole pressure, production rate, and number of sur-485

viving producing fractures during the first 25 hours of flow-
back. Each step of choke opening is associated with a step-
wise decrease of bottomhole pressure and stepwise increase
of production rate. This corresponds to vertical segments
on the charts representing pressures and flow rates as func-490

tions of time and number of fractures. More specifically,
on the chart of total production rate as function of the
number of production fractures, each timestep is denoted
by a marker. After the production rate rises vertically
due to a stepwise choke increase, the curve goes left and495

downward due to the failure of individual fractures. The
reduced number of producing fractures redistributes the
flow rates, which can cause further reduction in the num-
ber of producing fractures at the next timesteps and this
cascade of fracture failures continues until the stable num-500

ber of fractures is found or all fractures lose conductivity.
In this case, the total production rate reaches its peak at

about 50 producing fractures. Soon after that, there is the
last stable combination of the choke size, rate, and num-
ber of fractures. The next increase of the choke size leads505

to the fast failure of the rest of the producing fractures in
the final cascading event until all fractures in the well are
completely closed and production is terminated. Results
of the numerical simulation are in good agreement with
the analytical model predictions.510

Figure 7 demonstrates the total production rate ver-
sus number of producing fractures obtained with numer-
ical model, analytical model, statistical description and
Monte-Carlo simulations. Analytical model is capable of
ultrafast runs, which makes it useful for the Monte-Carlo515

simulations. Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations were built by
running the analytical model 4 · 106 times with uniform
random distribution of critical fracture rates in the same
range as in the statistical model. In the MC simulations,
the choke was gradually opened in the same range from520

3/64” to 28/64” with the finer step of 1/6400”. Then, for
each combination of the choke setting and observed num-
ber of producing fractures, we accumulated number of tra-
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jectories crossing that point. For each given choke open-
ing dch we accumulate the density distribution nk(dch)525

of the observed number of producing fractures and cal-
culate average number of producing fractures µk(dch) =∑N

k=1 nk(dch)k. Using the density distribution of the num-
ber of producing fractures, it is straightforward to calcu-
late average production rate µQ(dch) =

∑N
k=1 nk(dch)Qk(dch),530

which corresponds to certain µk(dch). Here Qk is the flow
rate delivered by k producing fractures at given choke de-
fined by the analytical model. Figure 7 essentially plots
the average flow rate versus average number of producing
fractures parameterized by the same value of choke open-535

ing.
Comparison of numerical, analytical, statistical and

Monte-Carlo calculations represented in Figure 7 shows
that there is good agreement between all of them. We
would argue that all of them can be used interchangeably540

as needed and as allowed by the requirements of the prob-
lem that needs to be analyzed. This can be useful for
engineering purposes, when, for example, it is necessary
to analyze details of the mechanism of fracture conduc-
tivity damage inside fractures for some specific realization545

of fracture properties. The statistical or Monte-Carlo ap-
proach can be used first to identify the specific scenario
or the trajectory in the total rate versus choke opening
space. For example, one might focus on the lowest or high-
est 25th percentile in the rate distribution as function of550

choke. Then, the analytical model can be used to convert
the selected rate versus choke trajectory into the specific
realization of critical rates distribution that reproduce it.
The latter can be simulated with the numerical model to
analyze details of the fracture damage mechanisms and555

investigate options to re-engineer fracture properties.
As a final remark, we would add that the highly ideal-

ized criterion of the immediate and complete fracture fail-
ure after the critical production rate is reached, has been
adopted in the present work to clearly demonstrate effect560

of cascading failure introduced for the first time. In reality,
one can expect less dramatic change of fracture conductiv-
ity caused, for example, by the proppant flowback in the
near-wellbore zone. Although the analytical study of this
process is challenging, numerical simulations can provide565

insight in this case as well. The numerical study of the
cascading failure for the more realistic configuration has
been performed in [26] , where the authors demonstrated
that the cascading failure phenomenon can be observed in
the simulations with gradual fracture conductivity degra-570

dation due to proppant mobilization.

7. Effect of variable productivity indices of frac-
tures

The analytical derivations presented in the previous
sections are based on the assumption of equal productivity575

index for all fractures. However, field observations (for ex-
ample, [28]) indicate that productivity of fractures within
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Figure 7: Comparison of simulation results obtained by different
methods: rate versus number of fractures by numerical model with
uniform distribution of critical fracture rates (blue disks), rate versus
number of fractures by analytical model with uniform distribution
(red triangles), average rate versus average number of fractures by
statistical model (dashed green), average rate versus average num-
ber of fractures by Monte-Carlo model (dash-dotted thick orange),
rate versus average number of fractures by Monte-Carlo model (solid
black).

the well can be highly variable. The root cause of the cas-
cading phenomenon is the flow rate redistribution between
the remaining fractures following the failure of the particu-580

larly weak ones. Therefore, the existence of redistribution
and cascading failure doesn’t depend on whether the as-
sumption of constant productivity index and is violated
or not. The quantitative results of analysis can depend
on details of productivity distributions among fractures.585

The details of productivity distribution are highly vari-
able depending on geological context and rapidly chang-
ing operational practices. Collecting and analyzing such
data deserves a separate study that beyond the scope of
this paper. In this section, we evaluate whether the intro-590

duction of the simple non-uniform distribution of fracture
productivity can bring significant changes to observations
made above with constant productivity distribution.

A series of Monte-Carlo simulations has been performed
to illustrate implications of productivity index variability.595

The assumption of uncorrelated productivity and critical
rate has been adopted, such that the productivity indexes
and critical flow rates of the fractures have been chosen
from uniform distributions on the intervals (Jmin, Jmax)
and (qmin, qmax). The problem of mutual correlation be-600

tween productivity and stability of the fracture deserves
separate study beyond the scope of this paper. The prob-
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Figure 8: Parametric plots mean value vs. dispersion for the number of producing fractures (left) and the total production rate (center),
the mean rate vs. mean number of producing fractures (right) with variable fracture productivity index. The parameters used are given in
Table 1, cases 1 (solid red), 2 (dashed green), and 3 (dash-dotted blue), Jmax/Jmin = 3.
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Figure 9: Parametric plots mean value vs. dispersion for the number of producing fractures (left) and the total production rate (center),
the mean rate vs. mean number of producing fractures (right) with variable fracture productivity index. The parameters used are given in
Table 1, cases 1 (solid red), 2 (dashed green), and 3 (dash-dotted blue), Jmax/Jmin = 10.

lems with the same average productivity index as in the
cases discussed above (see Table 1) has been studied to
have a reference point for comparison. The ratio Jmax/Jmin605

is considered as a measure of productivity index variabil-
ity. Effectively, the fractures with productivity less than
Jmin are excluded from consideration.

Results of the Monte-Carlo simulations for Jmax/Jmin =
3 and Jmax/Jmin = 10 are shown in Figure 8, 9. Scales610

for the plots are as in Figure 4 for the sake of visual com-
parison simplicity. For the lower ratio Jmax/Jmin = 3 the
parametric plots (µk, σk) is similar to observed for equal
productivity indexes (Figure 8, left). For the higher vari-
ability Jmax/Jmin = 10, however, changes are significant.615

The expected number of producing fractures doesn’t reach
zero for maximum choke opening (Figure 9, left), because
the higher range of productivity leads to much broader
range of critical pressures and, for some fraction of frac-
tures, the critical pressures are lower than minimum bot-620

tomhole pressure corresponding to fully open choke. Ex-
pected total production rate is not zero for fully open choke
as well (Figure 9, center, right).

The magnitudes of the flow rate expected value and
dispersion are remarkably lower than in the case of con-625

stant productivity index for both values of Jmax/Jmin ra-
tio (compare Figure 4, 8, 9, center). The reason of this
effect is that, despite the assumption of zero correlation
between critical rate and productivity, the critical pres-
sure and productivity are negatively correlated accordint630

to the critical pressure definition (6). In other words, the
most productive fractures are the least stable in terms of
critical pressure. Therefore, these fractures fail first with
increase of choke opening and contribute to steeper total
rate reduction.635

Finally, one can note that the main observation that
was made based on the problems with constant produc-
tivity is valid as well in case of the variable productivity
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index of fractures. In both cases, the expected value of
production rate often reaches its maximum when certain640

amount of fractures is already damaged (compare case 2
in Figure 4, right and Figure 8, 9, right). The variable
productivity of fractures seems to enhance this effect. For
example, in cases 1, 3, the decrease of mean total produc-
tion rate with the decrease of expected number of produc-645

ing fractures is monotonic with constant productivity of
fractures. With variable productivity of fractures, these
cases demonstrate maximum flow rate for the fraction of
non-damaged fractures slightly less than unity (compare
cases 1 and 3 in Figure 4, right and Figure 8, 9 , right).650

8. Conclusion

In this work, the emergent behaviour leading to the for-
mation of the cascading failure mechanism in multistage
hydraulically fractured wells during well startup and ini-
tial production is described and investigated. This phe-655

nomenon can be explained by existence of a feedback loop
due to the hydraulic connection between individual pro-
ducing fractures connected to the same wellbore. In our
study, we presented several possible scenarios of evolution
of cascading failure. The failure of weaker hydraulic frac-660

tures in such systems might increase drawdown on the
stronger fractures, which survive. In turn, some of surviv-
ing fractures are weaker than others, so further increase of
drawdown might lead to the cascading failure of an ever-
increasing amount of fractures. We also evaluated spe-665

cific conditions triggering the cascading failure effect. To
the best of our knowledge, the phenomenon of cascading
failure of hydraulic fractures has not been studied in the
previously published literature.

The hydraulic fracturing process is associated with a670

lack of robust measurement techniques and hence it is in-
trinsically uncertain. This provides grounds for treating
the hydraulically fractured systems using a probabilistic
approach and assuming that the failure criterion is repre-
sented as a random variable. Based on the proposed de-675

scription, the analysis of the full system behavior is carried
out. As an outcome, several choke opening strategies dur-
ing the well startup could are formulated. Overall, these
strategies deal with the trade-off between the short-term
goal of maximizing production and long-term goal of pre-680

serving a larger number of hydraulic fractures. It is shown
that moderate choke openings favor the well operating in
the safe zone with productivity of all fractures preserved
at the cost of relatively low production rates. Intermedi-
ate values of choke opening might lead to damage of some685

fractures; however, the production rates will be higher. Fi-
nally, the aggressive and large choke opening in extreme
cases can lead to damage of all fractures. However, if
some fractures survive with this strategy, a high produc-
tion rate could be achieved. For the particular strategy690

aiming to maximize production rate, we propose a way
to calculate choke management policy taking into account
the statistical nature of fractures properties. Given the

current number of producing fractures and choke opening,
the policy defines the next choke adjustment maximizing695

the expected value of the final flow rate.
Finally, the evolution of cascading failure is demon-

strated using numerical simulations that are based on fewer
assumptions than analytical model and probabilistic de-
scription. It is shown that numerical results coincide qual-700

itatively and quantitatively with the probabilistic descrip-
tion for the system with large number of hydraulic frac-
tures.
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Appendix A. Calculation of prior probabilities

First, let us make the following change of variables in Equation (13):

ωk = F (p(k)c ), πk = F (pkbh). (A.1)

Next, the product of theta-functions in Equation (13) may be transformed to

θ(pkbh − p(k)c )θ(p(k+1)
c − pkbh)

N∏
i=k+1

[θ(p(i)c − pibh) + θ(pibh − p(i+1)
c )] =

= θ(πk − ωk)θ(ωk+1 − πk)

N∏
i=k+1

[θ(ωi − πi) + θ(πi − ωi+1)] =

= θ(πk − ωk)θ(ωk+1 − πk)

N−2∏
i=k+1

[θ(ωi − πi) + θ(πi − ωi+1)]×

×[θ(ωN−1 − πN−1) + θ(πN−1 − ωN )]θ(ωN − πN ) =

= θ(πk − ωk)θ(ωk+1 − πk)

N−2∏
i=k+1

[θ(ωi − πi) + θ(πi − ωi+1)]×

×θ(ωN−1 − πN−1)θ(ωN − πN ) = · · · =

= θ(πk − ωk)

N∏
i=k+1

θ(ωi − πi) (A.2)

The latter transformation takes into account that πk+1 > πk and consequently

θ(πk−1 − ωk)θ(ωk − πk) ≡ 0.

Then, using Equation (12) one can obtain

Pk =

∫ 1

0

· · ·
∫ 1

0︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−k+1

N∏
i=k

dωi θ(ωi+1 − ωi)θ(πk − ωk)

N∏
i=k+1

θ(ωi − πi)
N !

(k − 1)!
ωk−1
k =

=

∫ 1

0

dωNθ(ωN − πN )

∫ 1

0

· · ·
∫ 1

0︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−k

N−1∏
i=k

dωi θ(ωi+1 − ωi)θ(πk − ωk)

N−1∏
i=k+1

θ(ωi − πi)
N !

(k − 1)!
ωk−1
k . (A.3)

Rearranging integration order one can get

Pk =
N !

(k − 1)!

∫ 1

0

dωN

∫ 1

0

dωN−1θ(ωN − πN )θ(ωN − ωN−1)× · · ·×

×
∫ 1

0

dωk+1θ(ωk+2 − πk+2)θ(ωk+2 − ωk+1)×

×
∫ 1

0

dωkω
k−1
k θ(ωk+1 − πk+1)θ(ωk+1 − ωk)θ(πk − ωk) =

=
N !

k!
πk
k

∫ 1

0

dωNθ(ωN − πN )

∫ 1

0

dωN−1θ(ωN−1 − πN−1)θ(ωN − ωN−1)× · · ·×

×
∫ 1

0

dωk+2θ(ωk+3 − ωk+2)θ(ωk+2 − πk+2)×

×
∫ 1

0

dωk+1θ(ωk+2 − ωk+1)θ(ωk+1 − πk+1) =

=
N !

k!
πk
k

∫ 1

0

dωNθ(ωN − πN )

∫ 1

0

dωN−1θ(ωN−1 − πN−1)θ(ωN − ωN−1)× · · ·×

×
∫ 1

0

dωk+2θ(ωk+3 − ωk+2)θ(ωk+2 − πk+2)θ(ωk+2 − πk+1)(ωk+2 − πk+1).
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The latter transformation takes again into account that πk+1 > πk and

θ(ωk+1 − πk+1)θ(ωk+1 − πk) ≡ θ(ωk+1 − πk+1).

Let us define a sequence of functions

gk,l+1(ωl+1) =

∫ 1

0

dωlθ(ωl+1 − ωl)θ(ωl − πl)gk,l(ωl). (A.4)

Here index l = k + 2, N + 1 and the starting member of the sequence is

gk,k+2(ωk+2) = θ(ωk+2 − πk+1)(ωk+2 − πk+1). (A.5)

Using the previous definition, one can rewrite the equation for probability as

Pk =
N !

k!
πk
k

∫ 1

0

dωNθ(ωN − πN )gk,N (ωN ) =
N !

k!
πk
kθ(1− πN )gk,N+1(1). (A.6)

One can check by the direct substitution into Equation (A.4) that the functions gk,l(ωl) are polynomials multiplied by
appropriate theta function:

gk,l(ωl) = θ(ωl − πl−1)

l−k−1∑
i=0

ak,l,iω
i
l , l = k + 2, N + 1. (A.7)

Coefficients of polynomials for successive indexes l are related in the following way:

ak,l+1,i+1 =
ak,l,i
i+ 1

, i = 0, l − k − 1, ak,l+1,0 = −
l−k−1∑
i=0

ak,l,i
i+ 1

πi+1
l . (A.8)

Equation (A.8) and (A.5) allow recursive calculation of polynomial coefficients for gk,N+1 and, thus, probability Pk

according to Equation (A.6).

Appendix B. Calculation of conditional probabilities710

First, let us use again the change of variables (A.1) and the result (A.2) to transform the product of theta-functions
in Equation (16)

M∏
m=m0

θ(pkm

bh (Cm)− p(km)
c )θ(p(km+1)

c − pkm

bh (Cm))

N∏
i=km+1

[θ(p(i)c − pibh(Cm)) + θ(pibh(Cm)− p(i+1)
c )] =

=

M∏
m=m0

θ(πkm(Cm)− ωkm)

N∏
i=km+1

θ(ωi − πi(Cm))

Next, using the conditions πi(Cm+1) < πi(Cm), ∀i,m and km ≤ km+1, ∀m, one can transform the latter equation:

M∏
m=m0

θ(πkm
(Cm)− ωkm

)

N∏
i=km+1

θ(ωi − πi(Cm)) =

=

M∏
m=m0

θ(πkm
(Cm)− ωkm

)

km+1−1∏
i=km+1

θ(ωi − πi(Cm))

 θ(ωkm+1
− πkm+1

(Cm)).

Then, using Equation (12) one can get

P

(
M⋂

m=m0

A(km, Cm)

)
=

∫
· · ·
∫

︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−km0

+1

N∏
i=km0

dωi θ(ωi+1 − ωi)
N !

(km0 − 1)!
ω
km0−1
km0

×

×
M∏

m=m0

θ(πkm(Cm)− ωkm)

[
km+1−1∏
i=km+1

θ(ωi − πi(Cm))

]
θ(ωkm+1

− πkm+1
(Cm)). (B.1)
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Change of integration order gives

P

(
M⋂

m=m0

A(km, Cm)

)
=

∫
· · ·
∫

︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−km0+1+1

N∏
i=km0+1

dωi θ(ωi+1 − ωi)× θ(ωkm0+1
− πkm0+1

(Cm0
))×

×
M∏

m=m0+1

θ(πkm
(Cm)− ωkm

)

[
km+1−1∏
i=km+1

θ(ωi − πi(Cm))

]
θ(ωkm+1

− πkm+1
(Cm))×

×
∫
· · ·
∫

︸ ︷︷ ︸
km0+1−km0

km0+1−1∏
i=km0

dωi θ(ωi+1 − ωi)θ(πkm0
(Cm0

)− ωkm0
)

[ km0+1−1∏
i=km0

+1

θ(ωi − πi(Cm0
))

]
N !

(km0
− 1)!

ω
km0−1
km0

.

Comparing the last line of the previous equation with the relation for prior probability (A.3) and utilizing the definition
given by Equation (A.4) one can obtain

P

(
M⋂

m=m0

A(km, Cm)

)
=

∫
· · ·
∫

︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−km0+1+1

N∏
i=km0+1

dωi θ(ωi+1 − ωi)
N !

km0
!
π
km0

km0
(Cm0

)gkm0 ,km0+1
(ωkm0+1

;Cm0
)×

×
M∏

m=m0+1

θ(πkm
(Cm)− ωkm

)

[
km+1−1∏
i=km+1

θ(ωi − πi(Cm))

]
θ(ωkm+1

− πkm+1
(Cm)). (B.2)

Here the argument Cm0 in the term gkm0
,km0+1(ωkm0+1 ;Cm0) shows that the values πl(Cm0) have been used to construct

the polynomial gkm0
,km0+1 by formulas (A.7), (A.8).

Because Equation (B.1) and (B.2) differ only by the change of index m0 → m0 + 1 and replacement of the factor

N !

(km0
− 1)!

ω
km0
−1

km0
→ N !

km0
!
π
km0

km0
(Cm0)gkm0

,km0+1(ωkm0+1 ;Cm0)

it is possible to repeat the calculation exactly in the same way and finally get

P

(
M⋂

m=m0

A(km, Cm)

)
=

N !

km0 !
π
km0

km0
(Cm0)

M∏
m=m0

gkm,km+1+1(πkm+1+1(Cm+1);Cm).

Here kM+1 = N, πN+1 = 1.
Substitution of this result to Equation (15) leads to

P(k0,C0)|(k1,C1),...,(kM ,CM ) =
k1!

k0!

πk0

k0
(C0)

πk1

k1
(C1)

gk0,k1+1(πk1+1(C1);C0) = P(k0,C0)|(k1,C1).

Surprisingly, the conditional probability depends only on the last observed state of the well. Probably, there exist a
more elegant (than direct calculation presented here) way to prove this fact.715
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